
Genuine GAMMA Himalayan Salt Lamps 
What Are Himalayan Salt Crystal Lamps? 

 

Salt crystal lamps are made from salt crystal rocks formed by nature hundreds of millions of years ago and mined over 
500 yards underground from the foothills of Himalayas. 

The Salt Lamps we use come from caves of salt crystals, where explosives are strictly prohibited to preserve the 
structures of the crystals. 

Our lamps are carefully crafted by hand to retain the unique, beautiful and natural shape of the rock. The result is a rare 
crystal with such beautiful colors ranging from off-white to apricot and warm pink. 

Nature's Natural Ionizer 
Many of us live and work in surroundings dominated by technology; computers, televisions, printers, microwave ovens, 
air conditioners and heaters, just to name a few. 

It is universally accepted that these electronic devices emit positive ions into the air we breathe, which can result in 
mental and physical exhaustion and effect overall wellness. 

Salt crystal lamps are natural ion generators, emitting negative ions into the atmosphere. Why is this a good thing? 
Negative ions restore and neutralize air quality. 

Lamp Size and Room Size 
Mini Salt Lamp - 4-5 lbs, 5"-6" tall are most suitable for night-light or for kids rooms. 
Small Salt Lamp - 6-8 lbs, 6"-8" tall are most suitable for average bedroom  
Medium Salt Lamp - 9-11 lbs, 7"-9" tall are most suitable for larger bedroom. 
Large Salt Lamp - 12-15 lbs, 9"-10" tall are most suitable for small living and family room. 
X-Large Salt Lamp - 18-22 lbs, 10"- 12" Tall are most suitable for living and family room. 

Why Does Willow’s Wellness at Daydream Salon & Spa use Gamma Genuine Himalayan Salt products? 
We choose GAMMA Himalayan Crystal Salt, since it is handpicked by experts who have been using this salt for 
generations. All mining is done by hand. There are no secret or hidden mines as some companies are claiming.  
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